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The Threat

W

hen you think of Internet crime, you probably imagine shadowy
individuals operating in Eastern Europe, China or Russia who
come up with devious plans to steal your identity, trick you into
turning over financial information or peddling counterfeits or
stolen content. And you would be right.
But while many online criminals are based overseas, and often beyond the
reach of U.S. prosecutors, they are aided by North American technology
companies that ensure that overseas operators’ lifeline to the public –
their websites – are available.
A hosting company is an Internet service that allows companies,
organizations and individuals to make their website accessible online.
Through their servers and data centers, they ensure that websites are
operational and available to Internet users.
A content delivery network (CDN) is an interconnected system of
servers that use geographical proximity as criteria for delivering Web
content. When website owners add content to their own servers, a
CDN will then distribute that content across its network. A user visiting a
website is served content from the server nearest their location. The end
result is optimized bandwidth and faster performance leading to a better
experience for a websites’ users.
These two types of companies are vital to online criminals’ efforts to lure
consumers to content theft websites (also called pirate sites) so they can
infect their computers with malware. Once infected, criminals can then
gain access to personal or financial information or take over computers
for botnet attacks.
In December, the Digital Citizens Alliance looked at the troubling trend of
how content theft is being used as a bait to infect consumers’ computers.
Working with the Internet security firm RiskIQ, Digital Citizens found that
1 in 3 content theft sites exposed consumers to malware and other risks.
This risk is serious: RiskIQ found that consumers were 28 times more
likely to be exposed to malware on content theft sites than mainstream
websites (such as espn.com or cnn.com).
In May, Digital Citizens and RiskIQ followed up on that research, and
found that the risk of malware exposure remains high at 30 percent. But
this time Digital Citizens delved into the websites that expose consumers
to risk, and who is behind them.
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What the research found is that while these shadowy content theft
websites have overseas operators, many rely on North American
companies to operate. Companies such as Hawk Host, which has a
mailing address in Fergus, Ontario, Canada but has offices in Dallas, Los
Angeles, and Washington DC.
Are these companies doing anything illegal? No more than the landlord of
an apartment isn’t doing anything illegal by renting to a drug dealer who has
sellers showing up day and night. But just like that landlord, more often than
not these companies either look the other way or just don’t want to know.
For example, the company CloudFlare has repeatedly refused requests
and efforts to crack down on websites that are clearly offering illegal
products or engaged in scams that harm consumers.1 For that, CloudFlare
has earned the moniker “CrimeFlare” within the Internet community. 2
But by looking the other way, these companies are now contributing to
a growing issue for Americans: the threat of computer infections, the rise
of identity theft and loss of financial information. The U.S. Department of
Justice reports that 16.2 million U.S. consumers have been victimized by
identity theft, with financial losses totaling over $24.7 billion.
In the case of content theft, the pirated movies, TV shows and music
is the draw. Bad actors dangle free content, consumers take the bait,
and the end result is millions of identities at risk and billions of dollars
stolen. Then these computers are taken over to wreak more havoc,
causing a nightmare for everyone from Internet users to advertisers who
get defrauded, to corporations blackmailed into paying off hackers who
threaten to use those rogue computers to launch attacks.
Digital Citizens research found that once hackers get into a computer,
they can use it for a wide range of criminal schemes where the user of
the computer is the victim. These include:
Stealing bank and credit card information that is then sold on
underground Internet exchanges. After the hack, consumers find
their bank accounts depleted or suspicious charges on their credit
cards. There is an underground market for credit card information
that ranges from $2 to $135 per credit card credential.

http://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/02/the-new-normal-200-400-gbps-ddos-attacks/
This is not to be confused with the website crimeflare.com, which tracks abusive sites
that hide behind CloudFlare’s services
1

2
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Finding personal information that makes it easier to sell a person’s
identity to the highest bidder online. In July, the FBI added five online
criminals to its “Most Wanted” list for creating computer programs
that stole identities and financial information.
Locking a user’s computer and demanding a ransom fee before
returning access to their files. Typically, hackers charge $100-$500
for consumers to regain access to their computers. The FBI reported
in April, 2016 that consumers reported losses of $209 million in the
first quarter of this year alone.3
In previous reports, Digital Citizens has looked at how credit card
companies and the advertising industry have enabled criminals to
peddle content theft. Now, with a look at how these websites are hosted
and deliver their content, we are taking a snapshot into the world of the
technology companies that criminals rely upon.
This report takes a look at these companies, the websites they enable
and the malware that is spread from them. And perhaps most telling how they reacted when presented with information that their customers
were spreading malware.
In the last few years, consumers and businesses have fully grasped
the threat that malware poses to their cyber and personal security.
The companies that enable malware can’t have it both ways – seeking
legitimate customers while enabling criminals to prey on innocent
consumers and businesses.
Through this report, Digital Citizens hopes to raise awareness on the
connection between content theft and malware and put the spotlight
on the companies that through their often-willful blindness put Internet
users at grave risk.

3

http://money.cnn.com/2016/04/15/technology/ransomware-cyber-security/
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Enabling Malware

O

n its website, CloudFlare touts itself as “a free global CDN, DNS,
DDoS protection & web security provider that can speed up and
protect any site online.” It is headquartered in San Francisco, with
additional offices in London, Singapore, Champaign and Austin. 4
Among the cyber security world, it’s known for its willingness to support,
or at least overlook, illicit activities.5
CloudFlare’s services popped up the most in Digital Citizens’ latest review
of companies supporting content theft websites that expose consumers
to malware.
When Digital Citizens’ researchers ran Whois searches on the content theft
sites serving malware, CloudFlare appeared as the host for numerous
sites. We recognize, of course, that CloudFlare is not a traditional hosting
company, but instead provides customers using its services with the
ability to mask the true hosting company’s information.
In order to utilize CloudFlare’s CDN, DNS, and other protection services
customers have to run all of their website traffic through the CloudFlare
network. The end result of doing so is masked hosting information. Instead
of the actual hosting provider, IP address, domain name server, etc., a
Whois search provides the information for CloudFlare’s network.
The company’s blog puts it best, “Signing up for CloudFlare is like taking
your number out of the phone book, and putting in CloudFlare’s number
under your name.”6 In the case of content theft sites examined for this
report, CloudFlare is protecting the information of criminals who are
peddling malware on consumers.

https://www.cloudflare.com/overview/
http://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/02/the-new-normal-200-400-gbps-ddos-attacks/
6
https://blog.cloudflare.com/ddos-prevention-protecting-the-origin/
4
5
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Take for example putlockerr.ac, a content theft website enabled by and
utilizing CloudFlare’s services.
Putlockerr.ac offers dozens of pirated movies, and perhaps anticipating
legal issues with copyright holders, abandons all responsibility: “All of the
free movies found on this website are hosted on third-party servers that
are freely available to watch online for all Internet users. Any legal issues
regarding the free online movies on this website should be taken up with
the actual file hosts themselves, as we’re not affiliated with them.”

IMAGE 01
The homepage for putlockerr.ac advertising unlicensed movies including Deadpool,
My Big Fat Greek Wedding 2, and The Man from U.N.C.L.E.

But consumers download something else from putlockerr.ac besides
free movies and/or television. From websites such as putlockerr.ac
consumers are tricked into downloading malware. For example, when a
consumer clicks to watch a movie, they are sent to a new screen in which
they are told their video player is out of date and they must update it.
The update, Digital Citizens’ researchers found, is the malware delivery
mechanism.
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IMAGE 02
Pictured is the software update prompt given to users when they click to watch a movie on
putlockerr.ac. The update, Digital Citizens researchers found, is the malware delivery system.

But putlockerr.ac can’t do this all itself. To be available to consumers online
and deliver content with minimal interruption, a rogue website such as
putlockerr.ac needs a company like CloudFlare. Here is the whois record
that shows CloudFlare’s support of the putlockerr.ac website.

IMAGE 03
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Another CloudFlare-supported website that poses dangers to consumers
is animmex.co. That website offers TV shows and other pirated programs.
But when you click on a link, it sends an “alert” that your computer may be
infected and that you need to put in your user name and password – all
common tactics by malware operators to gain your personal information
to hack into your computer records.

IMAGE 04

Here’s the “alert” you get when you try to click on a program:

IMAGE 05
The scareware dialogue box prompt users of animmex.co are given when they click on a link in the hopes
they will hand over their username and password. A common tactic employed by online criminals.
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Here is the Whois record that shows that CloudFlare provides services to
the website:

IMAGE 06

CloudFlare Response
to DCA Findings

T

he Digital Citizens Alliance contacted CloudFlare via email
to inform the company of the key findings from this report.
A representative from CloudFlare’s communications team
responded:

“CloudFlare’s service protects and accelerates websites and applications.
Because CloudFlare is not a host, we cannot control or remove customer
content from the Internet. CloudFlare leaves the removal of online content
to law enforcement agencies and complies with any legal requests made
by the authorities. If we believe that one of our customers’ websites is
distributing malware, CloudFlare will post an interstitial page that warns
site visitors and asks them if they would like to proceed despite the warning.
This practice follows established industry norms.”
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Hawk Host

A

ccording to its website, Hawk Host was founded in 2004 and
provides shared hosting, reseller hosting, semi-dedicated
and virtual hosting in Dallas, Los Angeles, Washington DC,
Amsterdam, and Singapore.7

While Hawk Host offers customers services to combat malware and spam,
it is actually hosting companies that spread infection among its viewers.
Among the websites Hawk Host was found to support was watchfreemovieonline.top, which was among the worst purveyors of malware found by
RiskIQ when it conducted research for this report on how content theft
websites are spreading infections. RiskIQ found that watchfreemovieonline.top’s malware exposure rate was 32 percent – meaning consumers
who went to the site had a 1 in 3 chance of infecting their computers.

IMAGE 07
The homepage for watchfreemovieonline.top advertising unlicensed movies such as Deadpool,
Batman V Superman: Dawn of Justice, and Captain America: Civil War.
7

https://www.hawkhost.com/About
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The website watchfreemovieonline.top was offering the movie “Captain
America: Civil War” at least a day in advance of the film’s release on May
6, 2016. Whether the movie was actually available on the site is unknown
as content theft websites have dangled movies that are not available as a
means to bait consumers to download malware.
Here’s the Whois record of how Hawk Host provides essential services
to the website.

IMAGE 08

Another content theft website that is notorious for exposing consumers to
malware is movietubeonline.top - another Hawk Host client. According to
RiskIQ, visitors to movietubeonline.top were exposed to malware during
73 percent of visits.
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Notice that nearly every movie highlighted by the website is a first-run
movie that is either in or was recently in the theaters. By offering Internet
users first-run movies, it provides the perfect bait for malware operators
to gain new victims.

IMAGE 09
The homepage of movietubeonline.top advertising unlicensed movies including The Jungle Book,
Star Wars: The Force Awakens, and Captain America: Civil War.

Here is the Whois record showing Hawk Host’s role with movietubeonline.top:

IMAGE 10
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Hawk Host Response
To DCA Findings

A

s with CloudFlare, the Digital Citizens Alliance contacted Hawk
Host via email to inform the company of the key findings from
this report.

Two Hawk Host employees, including the company’s Chief Technology
Officer, responded to the email:
“As part of our normal operating procedures we do investigate all valid
abuse complaints/reports sent to our abuse team. After investigation if
the reported sites are in violation of any US laws or our TOS/AUP we will
forward the complaint to our customer for resolution. If after a set period
of time (generally 24-48 hours) our customer does not resolve the reported
issue we’ll suspend their website so the content is no longer accessible.”.
–Brian F.
Operations Manager, Hawk Host
“While we actively scan for malware on accounts one thing that’s difficult
for us (and other providers) is actively detecting phishing websites before
they get used. Currently we rely on reports sent to us (phishing websites are
suspended and or terminated immediately). In the last two years we also
proactively invested in enterprise E-Mail filtering for all outbound e-mail
on our network to help curb UCE which often contains malicious content.”
–Cody Robertson
Chief Technical Officer, Hawk Host
After an exchange of information, Hawk Host agreed the sites did violate
their policies and told Digital Citizens the sites would come down. Cody
Robertson said the sites “clearly violate our TOS / AUP.” He did add that
it would be impossible for Hawk Host to audit all of the 100,000-plus
sites they host and that they would continue to rely on abuse reports.
Hawk Host’s swift action is an encouraging sign and Digital Citizens is
hopeful that the company will continue to take steps to protect Internet
users from malicious content.
Additionally, Digital Citizens’ researchers and Hawk Host’s staff are
scheduling a briefing to further discuss the findings from this report.
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What Can be Done?

W

hen authorities try to track down online criminal operators,
more often than not they are frustrated to find they are based
overseas. But at times the authorities have found that outreach
to “facilitators”- the companies that enable websites to process
payments or market themselves-is helpful because these companies
don’t want to be associated with illicit or dangerous activities.
For example, payment processors such as PayPal, and more recently,
Visa and MasterCard, have done a commendable job refusing to provide
payment services to online criminals. In other instances, companies have
been charged with helping criminals – most notably FedEx which faced
criminal charges in 2014 that it allegedly aided online pharmacies ship
illegal drugs.
In the cases of Hawk Host and CloudFlare, both have offices in the
United States, and there is nothing to stop federal or state authorities
from inquiring whether the company knowingly aids content thieves and
malware peddlers.
Government can also take an active role in raising awareness among
consumers about the malware dangers associated with visiting content
theft websites. In particular, the Federal Trade Commission has been a
tireless advocate on behalf of consumers and could play an appropriate
role here warning consumers. In addition, state Attorneys General – who
often serve as the de facto consumer protection arm in their respective
states – can play a strong role in warning their consumers.
We remain at an early stage of building consumer awareness about
the dangers of malware – both how it can affect a person’s identity or
financial situation and also what activities can expose consumers to harm.
Digital Citizens intends to be a voice to raise that awareness, and hopes
that government and other organizations play the vital role they can in
protecting citizens against a very 21st century risk.
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About Digital Citizens Alliance
The Digital Citizens Alliance is a nonprofit, 501(c)(6)
organization that is a consumer- oriented coalition
focused on educating the public and policymakers
on the threats that consumers face on the Internet.
Digital Citizens wants to create a dialogue on the
importance for Internet stakeholders— individuals,
government, and industry—to make the Web a
safer place.
Based in Washington, DC, the Digital Citizens
Alliance counts among its supporters: private
citizens, the health, pharmaceutical and creative
industries as well as online safety experts and other
communities focused on Internet safety. Visit us at
digitalcitizensalliance.org

